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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/15/2024

Description 2018 Keystone RV Alpine 3501RL, Keystone Alpine fifth wheel 3501RL highlights:
Five Slide Outs Fireplace Outside Entertainment Tri-Fold Sofa King Bed with
Storage Underneath There is so much space in this Alpine 3501RL fifth wheel
with the FIVE slide outs, which really opens up the living space. The rear living
area is perfect for playing games, relaxing, or just enjoying one another's
company. For a little extra detail, Keystone added a decorative ceiling arch. The
chef in the family will LOVE this Alpine kitchen. There is a kitchen island with a
double sink, a Samsung residential refrigerator for all of your perishables, and a
convection microwave. Mom and dad will enjoy having space all to themselves,
and plenty of storage for their things. With storage underneath the bed, a master
closet, and a chest that has drawers, you will not be wanting for more space for
your things. Outside you will be able to enjoy the outdoors without the sun beating
down on you, just open up the 16' awning. There is an outside fridge and a 40" TV
for your entertainment as well. When you choose an Alpine fifth wheel by
Keystone RV, you are choosing luxury. There are plenty of packages available to
choose from such as the Upgraded Appliance Package with includes a Furrion RV
Chef Collection kitchen, a 30 convection oven/microwave, plus extra deep, fully
extendable drawers and more. The Deluxe Solid Surface Package features solid
surface countertops and sink covers, stainless steel extra deep sink, high rise
kitchen faucet, and maximized kitchen storage with more drawers. The Super
Cinema Package has a 50 LED TV, Furrion sound system, outside speakers,
digital TV antenna, and dual cable & satellite hookups. With the North Face
Insulation Package (ALPS Package) you will find class A style slam baggage
doors, electric one-touch awning, insulated slide floors and more. Finally, the
Whisper Air Bundle (Chateau Package) has two 15,000 A/C conditioners, digital
smart thermostat with dual zone capability, one 16,500 BTU heat pump, and a
fully programmable dual zone temperature control.
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Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 8CR049
VIN Number: 4YDF35022JE780049
Length: 39
GVW: 15500
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 5

Item address Zephyrhills, Florida, United States
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